Going to a University of Missouri Basketball Game
I am going to the University of Missouri Basketball game at Mizzou Arena.
We may park in a parking lot or in a garage.

We may need to take a shuttle from our car to the arena.
I will stay with my family and be safe in the parking lot.
When we go into the arena, we may need to wait for someone to take our tickets and check our bags.

There will be a turnstile that I will push through.
I will go through the turnstile one time.
Next, we can find our seats. We may need to walk down some hallways and up or down some stairs.
There will be a lot of people there and may get loud. If it is too loud I can ask to wear ear plugs or headphones.
If we need something or have a question we may go to Guest Services or ask someone who works at the arena.
Before the game there may be some loud music and the lights may be off for a very short time while they introduce the players. Sometimes there is fake smoke that comes in.

During the game a loud buzzer may make a sound during time outs or breaks.
I may hear the band and see the cheerleaders and Truman the Tiger during the game.

I may also see police officers and emergency medical persons that are there to help if needed.
There are concession stands to buy snacks.
We may or may not buy snacks.
There are bathrooms are close by that I can use during the game.
If I need a break I can ask to go to a quieter place. I can walk in a quiet hallway or go to a quiet room like the Stalcup room or the Press Area.
When the game is over, we will leave the game and drive home.

Going to MU Basketball games is fun!
Mizzou Arena

Main Entrance & Exit
North side of arena on main level
behind section 215

Quiet Area
Press Area

Men's Restroom
Women's Restroom

Men's Restroom
Women's Restroom

Main Entrance & Exit
North side of arena on main level
behind section 215

Alternative Exit
North side of arena on main level
behind section 215

Guest Services Booth

Family Restroom*

Alternative Exit
South Side on club level
behind section 106

Quiet Area
Stalcup Room

Band Section

Club Level
Side Reserved
Lower Corners/Upper Sides
Upper Sides/Corners
Students

*Family Restroom: East Concourse by Guest Services/behind section 112